Abstract. This paper presents a simplified list-decoding algorithm to correct any number w of errors in any alternant code of any length n with any designed distance t + 1 over any finite field F q . The algorithm is efficient for w close to, and in many cases slightly beyond, the F q Johnson bound J = n − n (n − t − 1) where n = n(q −1)/q, assuming t+1 ≤ n . In the typical case that qn/t ∈ (lg n) O(1) and that the parent field has (lg n) O(1) bits, the algorithm uses n(lg n) O(1) bit operations for w ≤ J − n/(lg n)
Introduction
Take any prime power q; integer m ≥ 1; integer n ≥ 1 with n ≤ q m ; integer t ≥ 1 with t ≤ n/m; distinct α 1 , . . . , α n ∈ F q m ; and nonzero β 1 , . . . , β n ∈ F q m . Define C = (β 1 f (α 1 ), . . . , β n f (α n )) ∈ F n q : f ∈ F q m [x]; deg f < n − t; β i f (α i ) ∈ F q for each i .
This set C is an [n, ≥ n − mt, ≥ t + 1] linear code over F q . In other words: it is a subspace of the F q -vector space F n q ; it has dimension at least n−mt, i.e., at least q n−mt elements; and any two distinct elements of it have Hamming distance at least t + 1, i.e., differ in at least t + 1 coordinates.
Any code C defined as above is called an alternant code. This class of codes was introduced by Helgert in [30] , independently by Chien and Choy in [15] , and independently by Delsarte in [21] . The class includes binary ReedSolomon codes, which had been introduced by Reed and Solomon in [39] ; BCH codes, which had been introduced by Hocquenghem in [31] and independently by Bose and Ray-Chaudhuri in [11] ; various odd-characteristic generalizations introduced by Gorenstein and Zierler in [26] ; and classical Goppa codes, which had been introduced by Goppa in [24] and [25] .
The w-error-correction problem for C is the problem of finding c ∈ C, given a vector at distance w from c. For w ≤ t/2 the vector dictates a unique possibility for c, but this does not mean that c is easy to find. There are q m(n−t) possibilities for f , and the cost of enumerating them all is exponential in n, except in the (rarely used) case that t is extremely close to n. Fortunately, early research produced much better algorithms for the t/2 -error-correction problem:
• Peterson in [38] introduced an algorithm using n O(1) arithmetic operations in F q m . Each of those operations uses a polynomial number of bit operations, under the assumption that q m has n O (1) bits. This assumption is extremely weak: applications typically chose q m to be not much larger than n, and in particular to have only O(lg n) bits.
• Berlekamp in [4] introduced an algorithm using only O(n 2 ) operations in F q m . If q m has (lg n) O(1) bits then each operation in F q m uses (lg n) O(1) bit operations, so Berlekamp's algorithm uses n 2 (lg n) O(1) bit operations.
• Justesen in [34] , and independently Sarwate as reported in [40] , introduced an algorithm using only n(lg n) 2+o (1) operations in F q m . If q m has only (lg n) O(1) bits then this algorithm uses only n(lg n) O(1) bit operations.
What about w > t/2 ? The big-field Johnson bound states that there are only polynomially many possibilities for c if w < n − n(n − t − 1). Guruswami and Sudan, in a famous 1999 paper [27] , introduced a polynomial-time algorithm to compute the list of possibilities for c if w < n− n(n − t − 1). An intermediate range of w was already covered by a 1997 algorithm of Sudan in [42] , but [27] introduced "multiplicities" to push w much higher.
Even better, the F q Johnson bound states that there are only polynomially many possibilities for c if w < n − n (n − t − 1) where n = n(q − 1)/q, assuming t + 1 ≤ n and q ∈ n O(1) . In 2000 Koetter and Vardy introduced a polynomial-time algorithm to compute the list of possibilities; see [28, Section 6.3.8] . Compared to the unique-decoding case w = t/2 , the big-field Johnson bound extends the distance by approximately t 2 /8n, and the F q Johnson bound further extends the distance by approximately t 2 /8n(q − 1); this improvement is particularly impressive for q = 2.
Unfortunately, "polynomial time" does not mean fast. Several subsequent papers have improved the complexity of list decoding, but each paper fails at least one, if not all, of the following desiderata:
• Speed. For example, the recent paper [3] reports list-decoding cost "quadratic in the blocklength n" (counting the number of operations in F q m ); but this is asymptotically much larger than the n(lg n) 2+o(1) that had been achieved decades earlier for w = t/2 .
• Effectiveness. For example, the recent paper [44] is limited to the big-field Johnson distance, significantly below the F q Johnson distance if q is small. • Simplicity. For example, [2] -one of the few papers reporting essentiallylinear-time list decoding-is sufficiently general to handle arbitrary weights, such as the optimized Koetter-Vardy weights; but the user is required to trace the desired weights (after scaling and rounding to integers) through a thicket of degree computations.
My impression is that list decoding is rarely used in practice for large n; I blame this on the lack of simple high-speed high-distance decoding algorithms. Some papers try to compensate by adding generality, for example studying highergenus algebraic-geometry codes, but if list decoding is not usable even for the most basic constructions of alternant codes then obviously it will also not be usable for higher-genus codes! This paper presents a list-decoding algorithm that is simultaneously (1) fast, (2) effective, and (3) simple. The algorithm continues to work for arbitrarily large values of w, although its speed degrades as w approaches and passes the F q Johnson bound. Specifically, in the typical case that n/t, q, and lg q m are all in (lg n) O(1) , the algorithm uses
• O(n 4.5 ) bit operations for w ≤ n − n (n − t − 1) + o((lg n)/ lg lg n); and
The word "simplified" in the title might suggest that I obtained this algorithm by starting from an existing acceleration of the Koetter-Vardy algorithm and simplifying it. I actually obtained the algorithm in a completely different way. I started with a very simple algorithm by Howgrave-Graham that was published in 1997, years before the Guruswami-Sudan algorithm, and that was subsequently understood to achieve the same results as the Guruswami-Sudan algorithm. I then tweaked the Howgrave-Graham algorithm to match the Koetter-Vardy results. The Howgrave-Graham algorithm does not seem to be widely known among coding theorists; see Section 3 and [6] for further discussion of the history.
Review of fast arithmetic
This section reviews several standard subroutines for fast multiplication, fast lattice-basis reduction, etc. All of the algorithms here are F q m -algebraic algorithms, i.e., sequences of additions, subtractions, multiplications, divisions, and comparisons of elements of F q m . For a formal definition of this model of computation see, e.g., [12] . Cost here refers to total algebraic complexity over F q m , i.e., the number of arithmetic operations performed in F q m .
The weak assumption q m ∈ (lg n) O (1) implies that each of these operations in F q m can be carried out using (lg n) O(1) bit operations. The weaker assumption q m ∈ n O(1) implies that each of these operations in F q m can be carried out using n O(1) bit operations. 2+o (1) . See, e.g., [5, Section 12] . Here Ω is any positive real number such that × matrix multiplication costs O( Ω ). One can trivially take Ω = 3, but state-of-the-art matrix-multiplication techniques have pushed Ω below 2.5.
There is an error in the proof of [23, Theorem 3.8] : the authors assume, without justification, that they can quickly find x 0 ∈ F q m such that D(x 0 ) = 0. Unfortunately, it is entirely possible that every x 0 ∈ F q m will have D(x 0 ) = 0; in such cases, the algorithm stated in [23 A closer look at the algorithm in [23] shows that the cost is
o (1) . The same complexity also appeared later in [2] . As increases, the algorithm in [2] scales as 3+o(1) rather than Ω+o(1) .
Fast root-finding. The traditional factorization method for a polynomial in Q[y], introduced by Zassenhaus in [47] four decades ago, begins with a factorization of the polynomial modulo a small prime number p, and then uses Newton iteration ("Hensel's lemma") to lift the factorization to factorizations modulo p 2 , p 4 , etc. A few Newton steps produce enough p-adic precision to determine the factorization in Q[y]; see, e.g., [22, Theorem 15.20] . This procedure relies on a preliminary "squarefree factorization" of the polynomial, but that factorization has essentially linear cost; see [22, Theorem 14.23] .
In the case of linear factors (i.e., roots) the entire factorization procedure uses
2+o (1) bit operations for -coefficient polynomials with d-bit integer coefficients; see [22, Theorem 15.21] . There has been a tremendous amount of research on algorithms for the first step, factoring in (Z/p)[y], but rather naive algorithms are adequate if is much smaller than d and if one allows randomization. There has also been a tremendous amount of research on algorithms to handle higher-degree factors, but for this paper linear factors are adequate.
One can obtain essentially the same speed by computing approximate roots in R with an analogous Newton iteration, but working with the p-adic numbers Q p is simpler because it avoids roundoff error. There are still a few technical details that require attention: one must avoid primes p that divide denominators of the original coefficients; one must also avoid primes p that create new squared factors. There are not many bad choices of p; see [22, Lemma 15 .1].
Zassenhaus's method is not limited to the rational number field Q. Replacing Q by the rational function field F q m (x), and replacing the small prime p of Z by a small irreducible element p of F q m [x], produces a factorization method for F q m (x)[y]; see, e.g., [22, Theorem 15.23] . Squarefree factorization becomes slightly more complicated, as discussed in [22, page 447] , but is still fast. The cost for the initial factorization modulo p is 2+o(1) (lg q m ) 1+o(1) by [22, Theorem 14.14]. There are subquadratic factorization algorithms in the literature, but this refinement is not necessary for this paper.
The root-finding conclusion that matters for this paper-the polynomial analogue of [22, Theorem 15.21] -is the following. There is a standard algorithm that, given a nonzero polynomial
, then the entire procedure costs
3 Correcting nearly n − n(n − t − 1) errors
This section states a simple high-speed list-decoding algorithm that corrects errors up to the big-field Johnson bound. The algorithm in the next section is more general and more powerful, correcting more errors; but the algorithm in this section is slightly simpler, and the reader is encouraged to read it first.
Parameters. This algorithm has three parameters: an integer w ≥ 1, the number of errors to be corrected; an integer k ≥ 0; and an integer ≥ k. The algorithm assumes that these parameters satisfy
for any w smaller than the big-field Johnson bound. My main interest is in the case ∈ (lg n) O(1) , achievable when there is a noticeable gap between w and the big-field Johnson bound. Further notes on parameter selection appear below. The total cost of the algorithm will turn out to be bounded by
For example, Step 2 below costs 3 n(lg n) 1+o (1) , which is visibly within each of these bounds. I will state the cost of each step as a function of , n, and (when relevant) q m .
Input and output. The algorithm input is a vector v ∈ F n q . The algorithm output is the set of c ∈ C of Hamming distance at most w from v.
Step
, and so on through V (α n ) = v n /β n . This costs n(lg n) 2+o(1) .
Step 2: lattice-basis construction. Define X = x n−t−1 and
. . .
The coefficients of powers of y here form an × triangular matrix. There are several straightforward ways to compute all of the matrix entries with a total of O(
2 ) multiplications in F q m [x], each multiplication involving polynomials of degree O( n). The total cost is just 3 n(lg n) 1+o(1) .
Step 3: lattice-basis reduction. The determinant of the aforementioned × matrix of coefficients of M 0 , . . . , M −1 is the product of the diagonal entries of the matrix (since the matrix is triangular), i.e., the product of the leading coefficients of M 0 , . . . , M −1 , namely
Step 4: factorization. Compute all f ∈ F q m [x] such that Q(x, f /X) = 0; i.e., compute all factors of Q having the form y − f /X with f ∈ F q m [x]. Note that there are at most − 1 such factors, since Q has y-degree at most − 1. This
such that Q(x, f /X) = 0 and deg f < n − t: Why the algorithm works. Each output c from the algorithm is checked, in
Step 4, to be an element of C with |c − v| ≤ w. Conversely, consider any c ∈ C with |c − v| ≤ w. There is a polynomial f ∈ F q m [x] with deg f < n − t such that c = (β 1 f (α 1 ), . . . , β n f (α n )). The goal is to show that the algorithm outputs c; equivalently, that f is found in Step 4 of the algorithm.
The
Each Q i has degree below k(n − w), and f /X has degree at most 0, so Q(x, f /X) has degree below k(n − w); but Q(x, f /X) is divisible by gcd{A, f − V } k , which has degree at least k(n−w). Consequently Q(x, f /X) = 0 as claimed.
Notes on parameter selection. Suitable k, exist with ∈ O(nt) whenever w is smaller than the big-field Johnson bound. For example, the integers k = (n − w)(t + 1) ≥ 0 and = n(t + 1)
2 ≥ n(n − t − 1) + 1. Both (n − w) 2 and n(n − t − 1) are integers, so this condition is equivalent to (n − w) 2 > n(n − t − 1), i.e., w < n − n(n − t − 1). This choice of is simpler and smaller than the choice made in [27, Lemma 7 and Proposition 9]. Here is an absurdly large numerical example to illustrate the worst-case asymptotics: for n = 1000007 and t = 67774 and w = 34482, one can take k = 65438456875 and = 67775474425, while [27, Lemma 7] chooses k = 932238525625.
My main interest is in much smaller values of . Choosing k as (1 − w/n) guarantees 0 ≤ k < since w > 0, and
where J is the big-field Johnson bound; i.e., J − w ≥ ((t + 1)/ + n/ 2 )/(2 − w/n − J/n). One can achieve this with ∈ (lg n) O(1) if J − w is at least n/(lg n) O(1) . There are limits to how far this idea can be pushed. For example, it is tempting to take k, as constants, so that cost factors such as 2 can be replaced by O(1). The same replacement was used to justify, e.g., the statement "quadratic in the blocklength n" in [3, Abstract] . Apparently it is not instantly obvious thatat least for small q, such as the case q = 2 highlighted in [3] -this replacement has a fatal flaw! If k, are constants then there is a constant > 0 such that w < n− n(n − t − 1)− t. If q is also constant, or more generally n o(1) , then the requirement n ≤ q m together with n−mt > 0 forces n− n(n − t − 1)− t to be smaller than t/2 for all sufficiently large n. In other words, with k, ∈ O(1) and q ∈ n o(1) , the algorithm cannot correct more errors than Berlekamp's algorithm once n is sufficiently large.
For the same reason, the "quadratic" claim in [3] is content-free. It might be literally true that the algorithm in [3] costs O(n 2 ) to correct n− n(n − t − 1)− t errors, but a mindless combination of brute-force list decoding for small n and Berlekamp's algorithm for large n also costs O(n 2 ) to correct n− n(n − t − 1)− t errors. Of course, this criticism does not apply to bounds that treat , k, as variables, such as the bound O(n 2 / 5 ) in [3, Corollary 5.7] .
History. One can understand the algorithm in this section as a simplified and optimized version of the 1999 Guruswami-Sudan algorithm. The GuruswamiSudan algorithm uses linear constraints to identify a lattice, and then solves an interpolation problem to find a short vector in the lattice; this algorithm first solves a simpler interpolation problem (computing V ), and then directly writes down basis vectors for the same lattice (namely A k , A k−1 F , etc.). However, as mentioned in Section 1, this algorithm is actually much closer to an algorithm that predates Guruswami-Sudan!
The ancestry of this algorithm begins as follows. Håstad showed in 1988 that one could find all small roots of a polynomial modulo a large integer N by applying the famous LLL lattice-basis reduction algorithm. The same result was found independently by Vallée, Girault, and Toffin in 1989. See [29] and [45] .
Coppersmith, in a famous 1996 paper, incorporated multiplicities into the Vallée-Girault-Toffin algorithm, drastically increasing the range of roots that could be found. Coppersmith also showed that similar lattices could be used to find not merely polynomial values that are multiples of N but also polynomial values that are divisors of N . See [17] and [18] .
A critical simplification in Coppersmith's algorithm was introduced the next year by Howgrave-Graham in [32] . Coppersmith had identified the relevant lattice by linear constraints; Howgrave-Graham directly wrote down generators for the lattice. For example, for the problem of finding a divisor of N within X of V , Howgrave-Graham chose parameters k, , wrote down the lattice generated by N k , N k−1 (Xy + V ), . . . , (Xy + V ) k , . . . , (Xy + V ) −1 , found a short vector Q in the lattice, and found small roots of Q. See [33, page 101] (with "p 0 " for V , "u" for k, "h" for , "b 1 " for Q, "N " for N , and "X" for X).
The decoding algorithm displayed in this section, correcting approximately n − n(n − t − 1) errors, can be straightforwardly derived from these papers as follows:
• Begin with the Howgrave-Graham algorithm.
• Specialize to an appropriate polynomial and an appropriate choice of N .
• Replace primes of Z by primes of F q m [x] .
From this perspective, the core Guruswami-Sudan contribution is simply the recognition of list decoding as an application of the Howgrave-Graham algorithm. However, Guruswami and Sudan do not seem to have been aware of the earlier algorithms. They did more work to reinvent essentially Coppersmith's 1996 algorithm-including the idea of multiplicities, but not including the 1997 Howgrave-Graham simplification.
Motivated by the Guruswami-Sudan algorithm, Boneh in [9] stated a CRT list-decoding algorithm with quantitatively analogous error-correcting capabilities. Boneh also stated an algorithm for the more general problem of finding any polynomial value having a large gcd with N ; this obviously includes the multipleof-N problems and the divisor-of-N problems. Boneh did not seem to realize that these results were also nothing more than applications of the Howgrave-Graham algorithm-the algorithm in [9] constructs the same lattice as the HowgraveGraham algorithm, finds the same Q, and finds the same roots.
In 2003 I posted the first draft of a survey paper [5] giving a unified algorithm statement for univariate polynomials over Q. I showed that a unified parameter optimization produced, as special cases, the quantitative results that had been obtained by Coppersmith, Howgrave-Graham, Boneh, et al. for various applications. I took a slightly broader perspective, allowing a large gcd for polynomial values on rational inputs, although at the time I did not have any applications of this extra generality; subsequent applications include [46] , [7] , and [14] .
I discussed CRT decoding in [5, Section 7] , and said that replacing Q with a rational function field in the same algorithm would decode Reed-Solomon codes as effectively as the Guruswami-Sudan algorithm. I had not actually read the Guruswami-Sudan paper at that point, and I did not realize that Guruswami and Sudan were missing the Howgrave-Graham simplification. I also had no idea that Koetter and Vardy had quantitatively improved the Guruswami-Sudan results, moving from the big-field Johnson bound to the F q Johnson bound; I learned this much later when Augot kindly sent me a copy of [3] . I do not see any way to use the algorithm stated in [5] to obtain the Koetter-Vardy results; an extra tweak is required, and is the main content of Section 4 of this paper.
Cohn and Heninger in [16] presented an explicit function-field version of the Howgrave-Graham algorithm, including a generalization from the rational function field F q m (x) to arbitrary function fields. This generalization includes list decoding for algebraic-geometry codes, reaching the big-field Johnson bound with cost only n 2Ω+3+o (1) , as discussed in [16, Section 6] . Cost bounds for other choices of can also be extracted straightforwardly from the analysis in [16] and match the cost bounds shown in this section. However, the generalization still does not cover the Koetter-Vardy algorithm.
Correcting nearly n − n (n − t − 1) errors
This section states a simple high-speed list-decoding algorithm that corrects errors up to the F q Johnson bound.
Parameters. The algorithm has four parameters: an integer w ≥ 1, the number of errors to be corrected; an integer j ≥ 0; an integer k ≥ j; and an integer ≥ (q − 1)j + k. The algorithm assumes that these parameters satisfy
. Suitable j, k, exist whenever w is smaller than the F q Johnson bound, as discussed below. The special case j = 0 of this algorithm (with the computations of B and E straightforwardly eliminated) is exactly the algorithm of the previous section, and is usable only when w is smaller than the big-field Johnson bound.
The asymptotic cost bounds for this algorithm, as functions of n, , q m , are exactly as in the previous section: for example, the cost is bounded by n(lg n)
, and is bounded by n Ω+2+o(1) if ∈ O(n) and lg q m ∈ O(n Ω ).
Step 1: initial interpolation.
, and so on through V (α n ) = v n /β n ; and the unique polynomial B ∈ F q m [x] with deg B < n satisfying B(
, and so on through B(α n ) = 1/β q−1 n .
Step 2: lattice-basis construction. Define X = x n−t−1 ; Figure 4 .1. Observe that each of M 0 , M 1 , . . . , M −1 includes A, E, and F to a total power of at least k; that each of M 0 , M 1 , . . . , M −1 includes A and E to a total power of at least j; and that M i has y-degree i.
The simplest strategy is to begin by computing E, E 2 , . . . , E j ; A, A 2 , . . . , A k ; and F, F 2 , . . . , F −qj−1 . Each M i is then a product of three known polynomials. Overall this procedure involves O( ) polynomial products in F q m [x, y], each of product degree ≤ − 1 in y and O( n) in x. Kronecker substitution x → y reduces these products to O( 2 n)-coefficient products in F q m [y], each of which costs 2 n(lg 2 n) 1+o (1) , for a total cost of 3 n(lg n) 1+o(1) .
Step 3: lattice-basis reduction. The matrix of coefficients of M 0 , . . . , M −1 has determinant
of degree nk(k + 1)/2 + n(q − 1)j(j + 1)/2 + (n − t − 1) ( − 1)/2. Inside the lattice
y] find a nonzero polynomial Q having x-degree at most (nk(k + 1)/2 + n(q − 1)j(j + 1)/2 + (n − t − 1) ( − 1)/2)/ , and therefore x-degree below k(n − w) + jw.
Step 4: factorization. Compute all f ∈ F q m [x] such that Q(x, f /X) = 0; i.e., compute all factors of Q having the form y − f /X with f ∈ F q m [x]. For each
. . . . . .
. . . Why the algorithm works. Consider any c ∈ C with |c − v| ≤ w. There is a polynomial f ∈ F q m [x] with deg f < n − t such that c = (β 1 f (α 1 ), . . . , β n f (α n )). The goal, as in the previous section, is to show that the algorithm finds f in
Step 4.
As before consider the map
There are exactly n−|c−v| indices i for which c i = v i , i.e., for which f (α i ) = V (α i ), Each of these indices has x−α i dividing f −V , A, and (f −V )
There are also exactly |c − v| indices i for which c i = v i , i.e., for which
The image of Q is thus divisible by i:
but the image of Q has degree below k(n − w) + jw, so it must be 0 as desired.
Notes on parameter selection. Write n = n(q − 1)/q and J = n − n (n − t − 1). Suitable j, k, exist with ∈ O(qnt) for each positive integer w < J . For example, the integers j = 2w(t + 1), k = 2(q − 1)(n − w)(t + 1), and = 2(q − 1)n(t + 1) have ( 
2 + w 2 are integers, so this inequality holds if and only if (q − 1)n(n − t − 1) < (q − 1)(n − w) 2 + w 2 , which is equivalent to (n − w) 2 > n (n − t − 1), i.e., w < n − n (n − t − 1).
These parameters have
. If q grows superpolynomially with n then this algorithm obviously cannot run in polynomial time, except in the special case j = 0 covered in the previous section. Such a large q would also force the F q Johnson bound to be extremely close to the big-field Johnson bound; if there is an integer w between the two bounds then correcting w errors in polynomial time is, as far as I know, an open problem.
My main interest is in small q and, as in the previous section, small . It seems reasonable, although not always exactly optimal, to choose k as (1 − w/n) and j as (w/n) /(q − 1) . Then 0 ≤ j ≤ k since (w/n)/(q − 1) ≤ 1 − w/n, and = (q − 1)j + k. These choices also guarantee that
Assume from now on that q ∈ (lg n) O(1) . Then t ≤ n/m ≤ (n lg q)/ lg n ∈ O((n lg lg n)/ lg n), so w and J are both bounded by O((n lg lg n)/ lg n), so 2 − (w + J )/n is bounded below by 1 for all sufficiently large n. If the gap J − w is at least 1 then one can push (t + 1)/ + qn/ 2 below J − w by taking larger than both 2(t + 1) and √ 2qn; this is achievable with ∈ O(n). If the gap J − w is at least n/(lg n) O(1) then one can take ∈ (lg n) O(1) .
Correcting more errors
One can build a w-error-correcting algorithm from a (w − 1)-error-correcting algorithm as follows: guess an error position (probability w/n); guess the error value (probability 1/(q −1)); correct the error; apply the (w −1)-error-correcting algorithm. If the guess does not find the desired c ∈ C, try again. This procedure takes (q − 1)n/w repetitions on average. With more repetitions one can confidently list all c ∈ C at distance w; but I will focus on the effort required to find a particular c ∈ C at distance w. Note that in the previous sections there was no reason to distinguish between these problems: the algorithms in the previous sections find all answers at almost exactly the same cost as finding the first answer.
A consequence of this reduction is that, for small q, there is no point in pushing the algorithms of the previous sections very close to their limits: instead of correcting J − 0.001 errors one can much more cheaply correct J − 1.001 errors and guess the remaining error.
More generally, one can build a w-error-correcting algorithm as follows: guess e distinct error positions (probability w(w − 1) · · · (w − e + 1)/n(n − 1) · · · (n − e + 1)); guess the error values (probability 1/(q − 1) e ); correct the errors; apply a (w − e)-error-correcting algorithm. This takes (q − 1) e n(n − 1) · · · (n − e + 1)/w(w − 1) · · · (w − e + 1) repetitions on average.
Assume that q ∈ (lg n) O (1) , that n/t ∈ (lg n) O (1) , and that w − e ≥ t/2. The average number of repetitions is then bounded by (2(q − 1)n/t) e ∈ (lg n) O(e) ; i.e., by n O(1) if e ∈ O((lg n)/ lg lg n), and by n o(1) if e ∈ o((lg n)/ lg lg n). In particular, this algorithm corrects J +o((lg n)/ lg lg n) errors using n Ω+2+o(1) bit operations, and corrects J + O((lg n)/ lg lg n) errors using n O(1) bit operations.
Application to classical Goppa codes
The code C is called a classical Goppa code if there is a monic degree-t polynomial g ∈ F q m [x] such that each β i can be expressed as g(α i )/A (α i ). Here A = i (x − α i ) ∈ F q m [x] as in Sections 3 and 4. In this case C is denoted Γ q (α 1 , . . . , α n , g). Sugiyama, Kasahara, Hirasawa, and Namekawa showed in [43] . The Sugiyama-KasaharaHirasawa-Namekawa identity Γ q (. . . , g) = Γ q (. . . , g) implies that one can correct w errors in Γ q (. . . , g) by using any w-error-correcting algorithm for Γ q (. . . , g).
If some e i mod q = q − 1 then g has larger degree than g, making all of these error-correcting algorithms more effective for g than for g.
In particular, combining the SKHN identity with Berlekamp's algorithm corrects qt/2 errors in "wild Goppa codes" Γ q (. . . , g q−1 ) with squarefree g. Combining the SKHN identity with the Guruswami-Sudan algorithm corrects nearly n − n(n − qt − 1) errors in the same codes in polynomial time, as discussed in [8, Section 5] . Combining the SKHN identity with the Koetter-Vardy algorithm corrects nearly n − n (n − qt − 1) errors in polynomial time, as pointed out in [3] . Combining the SKHN identity with the algorithm in this paper corrects even more errors in polynomial time.
